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ABSTRACT 
The relationship between multivariate scattering Hurwitz polynomials and multi- 
variate complex reactance functions is exploited to prove that a specified set of 
bivariate interval polynomials is characterizable by the scattering Hurwitz property 
from tests on a finite set of extreme bivariate polynomials. Specifically, it is shown 
that the cardinality of this finite set when the coefficients are restricted to the field of 
real numbers is 8. This bivariate result is expected to be generalizable to the n-variate 
case, for both the real and the complex coefficient cases, if one proceeds with 
adequate caution. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Very recently, the robust Hunvitz stability problem of a set of univariate 
(1-D) interval polynomials having real or complex coefficients has been 
satisfactorily tackled [l-4]. In particular, in [3] and [4], clear and complete 
proofs, motivated from results in network realizability theory, of Kharitonov’s 
pioneering results for real [l] and complex [Z] interval polynomials were 
advanced. The approach in [3] and [4] also handled the nonmonic case and, 
importantly, provides the motivation for handling the considerably more 
difficult problem of robust multivariate interval polynomial stability [S]. The 
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type of multivariate interval polynomial stability tackled in this paper is that 
concerned with the scattering Hurwitz polynomial property. This property is 
known to have a unique correspondence with the property which char- 
acterizes multivariate reactance functions. This relation between multivariate 
scattering (or principal) Hurwitz polynomials and multivariate reactance 
functions has been studied in depth by Fettweis [6, 71, in view of its central 
role in the scattering transfer matrix description of multivariate lossless 
twoports encountered in the synthesis of reference filters as a prelude to the 
derivation of wave digital filter structures. In this paper tools are developed 
which lead to the delineation of conditions that enable us to determine 
whether a specified set of multivariate interval polynomials is characterized 
by the scattering Hurwitz property. 
2. SUPPORTING RESULTS 
In this section, we develop the tools which will be crucial to the 
attainment of our ultimate objective. To facilitate reading, we define and 
enunciate some known facts. For the sake of brevity, 
p=(p,J+..&J 
will be used to denote a set of n complex variables pi, pa,. . . , P,. 
DEFINITION 1. A polynomial g(p) will be called a scattering Hutwitz 
polynomial or, equivalently, a principal Hurwitz polynomial, if it satisfies the 
following properties: 
(a) g(p) f 0, for Rep > 0, i.e. in the open right half polydomain and 
(b) g(p) is relatively prime to the paraconjugate polynomial, 
g,(p)eg*(-p*)=,*(-,:, -Pz*>..*Y -p,*) 
where the asterisk * represents the operation of complex conjugation. 
Note that when the polynomial coefficients are real, 
g,(p)=g(-p)=g(-Pi, -P2,***, 7”). 
Before stating the multivariate counterpart of a well-known result in 
passive network synthesis, we define below the para-even and para-odd parts, 
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respectively, of g(p): 
g (p) = g(p) + g*( - p*) g(p) - g*( - p*> 
e 2 ’ g,(p) = 2 * (1) 
FACT 1 [6]. Zf g(p) is a scattering Hurwitz polynomial of degree > 1, 
then g,(p)/g,(p) (or equivalently, g,(p)/g,(p)) is a nontrivial (complex) 
reactance function in irreducible form. Vice versa, if F(p) = a(p)/b(p) is a 
nontrivial (complex) reactance function, then g(p) = a(p) + b(p) is a scatter- 
ing Hurwitz polynomial of degree > 1. Furthermore, by including in a(p) 
and b(p) an appropriate common unimodular constant, we can always 
achieve that either g,(p) = a(p) and g,(p) = b(p), or g,(p) = b(p) and g,(p) 
= a(p). 
The result stated above immediately leads to the multivariate counterpart 
of a univariate result [3] on the convex combination of stable polynomials. 
The proof is omitted because it runs parallel to the 1-D case following the use 
of Fact 1. 
FACT 2. Let the para-even - para-odd decomposition of two scattering 
Hurwitz multivariate polynomials be 
gr(P> = gel(P) + &l(P)7 
gs(P) = g&(P) + g&(P). 
Then, 
g(p) = Xgr(P> + (1 - x k?(P) 
is scattering Hurwitz, for 0 < X < 1, if either gel(p) = gJp) or goI = 
g “Z(P). 
The next result will be more nontrivial and is crucial to the proof of the 
main result in this paper. For the sake of brevity in notation only (i.e. without 
sacrificing generality), we restrict ourselves, henceforth, to the n = 2 (bi- 
variate) case. 
THEOREM 1. Let the para-even - pars-odd decomposition of two scatter- 
ing Hurwitz polynomials having identical para-odd parts be 
&(P) = g,r(P) + gO(PL 
&r(P) = g&!(p) + &L(P). 
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Consider a polynomial g(p) having a para-even - para-odd decomposition 
k?(P) = g,(p) + g,(P)* 
Then g(p) is scattering Hum& provided 
for all real values of w = (ol, ~2). The itwqwlities in (2) could, of course, be 
reversed; but in that case the roles of gel( jw) and g,2( jw) should be 
interchanged. 
Proof. A bivariate complex reactance function (CRF) F(p,, p2) is known 
to be expressible in the form [8, 91 
v, v, 
F(P,, p2) = PA + ~2T2 + z + -p2 + jNy 





where “ Re” denotes “ real part of .” 
The representation of a bivariate reactance function with real coefficients 
is obtained by setting N = 0 in (3). Similarly, the representation of a 
univariate function with complex coefficients is obtained by setting T2 s 0 
and V, E 0 in (3). Synthesis procedures for such subclasses of complex 
bivariate reactance functions are known to exist. However, actual synthesis is 
not the goal of this paper; instead, the relationship between multivariate 
CRFs and scattering Hurwitz polynomials need only be exploited in order to 
reach the goal sought in this paper. Therefore, from (3) we find it convenient 
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to characterize the CRF property via the inequalityequality set 
(Pl, P2> E w2, (44 
ReF(pr, p2) =O, (Pl, P2> E I27 W4 
ReF(p,, ~2) <O, (PlY P2) E v2. (4c) 
Note that F(p,, p2) in (3) is a para-odd function, i.e., F(p,, p2) = 
- F*( - Pl*, - Pz*). 
Equations (4a), (4b) and (4~) can also be arrived at via the scattering 
theory formalism and are 2-D counterparts of well-known 1-D results [lo, 
p. 661. 
On applying Definition 1 to g,(p), i = 1,2, 
gi(Pl, j@2> =gei(Pl* N2)+ g,(P,~ jw2L i = 1,2, (5) 
is strictly Hurwitz in (except at a finite number of points on the w2-axis) p, 
for an arbitrary but fixed value of p, on the imaginary axis in the p,-plane. 
Therefore, applying Fact 1, 
gei(Ply jw2) 
fz,h~ ja2) ’ 
i = 1,2, (f-9 
is a CRF (of reduced order at the exceptional points; include 0 and 00 in the 
set of CRF’s). Since, furthermore, (2) holds it at one follows, using arguments 
advanced in [4], that 
is a CRF. Applying identical arguments, it follows that 
(7) 
is a CRF for an arbitrary but fixed p, on the imaginary axis in the p,-plane. 
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Note that since g,(p,, pa) is the denominator of the reactance functions 
g&r, ps)/g,(pr, ~a) and g,a(pr, pa)/g,(pr, ~a), it is holomorphic in W2 
and V2 except when g,(P,, Pz) is non-primitive. Next, consider the rational 
function g,(p,, p2)/g0(p,, p2). Since the function in (7) is a CRF for an 
arbitrary but fixed real value of 02, 
Similarly, from (8), 
(9) 
Noting that g ,( p,, p2)/g0( pr, p2) (the case when gO( P,, P2) is non-primi- 
tive can also be tackled but separately) is holomorphic in the bidomains W 2 
and V2, it follows from the application of the maximum-modulus theorem 
[ 111 (and also the minimum-modulus counterpart) that 
satisfies the inequalityequality set satisfied by F(p,, p2) in (4). Since 
G(p,, p2) in (11) is a bivariate CRF in reduced form, it follows that 
g .( p ,, p2) + g ,( p 1, p2) is a bivariate scattering Hurwitz polynomial. n 
Theorem 2, stated next, is also required in the proof of the main result in 
the next section. Since its proof runs parallel to the proof of Theorem 1, it is 
omitted for the sake of brevity. 
THEOREM 2. Let the para-euer- pars-odd decomposition of two scatter- 
ing Hurwitz polynomials having identical para-even parts be 
g,(p) =&?(P)+&,(P). 
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Consider a polynomial g(p) having a pars-even - pars-odd decomposition, 
g(p) = g,(p) + g,(p). 
Then g(p) is scattering Hurwitz provided 
jg004 < jgAj4 
for all real values of w = (ol, 61~). The inequalities could, of course, be 
reversed; but in that cme the roles of gOI and g02(jw) should be 
switched. 
Comment: For the sake of brevity, this comment is made with respect to 
Theorem 1. The desired constraint exhibited through (2) could be obtained 
through the use of more than two scattering Hurwitz polynomials provided 
all real values of w = (oi, wa) are covered and a certain smoothness condition 
is achieved through the junctions of the sub-domains whose union is R2- 
the 2-D space of real numbers. For example, the main result in Theorem 1 
would hold if the two scattering Hurwitz polynomials, gi(p,, pz), i = 1,2 
were replaced by four scattering Hurwitz polynomials, g,(p,, pz) = 
gei( p,, pz) + gO( p,, pz), i = 1,2,3,4 so that the constraint in (2) is substituted 
by 
gel(k, @a> <gkjur, jwa) <ge2(@r, j+) 
when wiwa > 0 (first and third quadrants) and 
g,s(j+ jw,> <g,(j~r, @a) <ge4(j+ aa) 
when wlwz < 0 (second and fourth quadrants). The smoothness condition 
would be met if 
The counterpart of the preceding comment, applicable to Theorem 2 is 
obvious. 
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3. MAIN RESULT 
Consider the bivariate polynomial, 
B(P,, P2> = c c bk,k”PW (12) 
k,=O k,=O . - 
in the two complex variables p, and p,, whose coefficients belong to the 
field of real numbers. This restriction is imposed only for the sake of brevity 
in exposition; the main ideas enable one to also handle the complex coeffi- 
cient case. The polynomial in (12) can be rewritten as a sum of homogeneous 
polynomials, 
nr 
B(P,, p2) = C akh P2L (13) 
k=O 
where m $ m i + ms and a k( p 1, pz) is a homogeneous bivariate polynomial of 
degree k for k = 0, l,..., m. The objective is to establish a criterion to test for 
the scattering Hurwitz 
from (12) by allowing 
defined by 
property of a set of interval polynomials generated 
each coefficient to vary within the closed interval 
b k,ksE bk k L 2’ &k,k,] * (14) 
In order to attain the objective, we first perform the even-odd decomposition 
of WP,, Pzl 
B(PlTP2) = WP,, P2)f N(Pl, P2>, (154 
where 
M(P,, Pz) =$[B(P,t Pd+ B( - Ply - ?%)I 
= c ak(plT P2), 
k=0,2,4,... 
N(p,, pz> = ;[qP,J%) - B( - Pl, - P2)l 
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Note that the number of monomials in the homogeneous polynomial uk( p,, ps) 
is k + 1. For example, the set of coefficients in as(p,, ps) is {bog, bl,, b,,}, 
and the set of coefficients in a,(p,, ps) is {b,,, b,,, hai, b,,}. In fact, it is 
easy to see that 
The immediate objective is to assign to bi(k_i) either the value bi(k_i) or 
_biCk_i) so that, in the case of k even, a,(joi, jw,) attains respectively its 
maximum and minimum values for an arbitrary but fixed pair (oi, os) when 
the interval of variation of each coefficient in ff k(pi, ps) is as given in (14). 
For example, when k = 2, 
U,(P,> Pz) = b,,PZ + bllPlP2 + ~2OP~~ 
u&q, jw,) = - boza; - b,,w,w, - b&. 
For an arbitrary but fixed pair (oi, ws), the following assignments of coeffi- 
cients lead, respectively, to the maximum and minimum values of us(@i, jws) 
in the closed first and third quadrants of the (or, ws) plane: 
The corresponding assignments for an arbitrary but fixed value of (w,, ws) in 
the closed second and fourth quadrants are 
For the sake of brevity in notation, with k even, C?,(pr, ps) and &(pi, pz). 
respectively, will denote the assignments of coefficients in u,(p,, pz) which 
yield maximum and minimum values of uk(jo,, jo,) for an arbitrary but 
fixed pair (w,, wa) in the sub-domain of interest (when k is odd, the words 
“maximum” and “minimum” are replaced by “maximum of the imaginary 
part” and “minimum of the imaginary part”). Again, for conciseness, the 
case when m is even in (13) is considered; the situation when m is odd can 
then be similarly tackled. The philosophy underlying the procedure is similar 
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to that advanced in [3] in the univariate case, except that here one uses 
Theorem 1 and 2 (along with the Comment) instead of the interlacing 
properties of zeros of even and odd parts of a strictly Hurwitz univariate 
polynomial. 
LEMMA 1. The set of poZynomi& defined in (12) (13) and (14) with 
a,,+,(p,,p,) fixed, k=O,L...,l(m- 1)/21, und varying a,k(p,,p,), k= 
091 , . . . , [(m - 1)/21, is scattering Hurwitz (in the case m = 2r) if and only if 
the following polyrwmiuls are scattering Hun&z: 
+ a_,-,(P,, PA + a,-,(P,> Pz) + . . * 7 
hSj( P,, Pz) = L(P,> Pd + am-l(Pl, Pd 
+ii ,-API, PA + a,-a(P,7 PA + *. . T 
where the subscript j is associated with the quadrants in the (ol, w2) plane. 
Proof. Note that the para-odd parts in Blj(p,, pz) and Bzj(p,, pz) are 
identical and fixed. The result then follows on applying Theorem 1 and the 
Comment. It will be seen later that four polynomials suffice because the other 
four are redundant. n 
LEMMA 2. The set of polynomials defined in (12), (13), and (14) with 
a&p,, pz) fixed ud a 2k+ I( p 1, pz) varying is scattering Hurwitz if and only 
if (in the case m = 2r) the following polynomials are scattering Hurwitz: 
h4j(PLI PZ) = ‘,(Pl, PZ) + EVt-l(Ply P2) 
+ U,_&3l, Pz) + a_*-,(PD Pd + . . . ’ 
where the subscript j is associated with the quadrants in the (ol, oz) plane. 
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It will be seen later that four polynomials suffice because the other four are 
redundant. 
Proof. Note that the par-a-even parts in iSj(p,, pz) and 84j(p1, pz) are 
identical and fixed. The result then follows on applying Theorem 2 and the 
Comment. n 
For the sake of brevity in notation, in Theorem 3 below we define 
P c (Pi> Pa). 
THEOREM 3. The set of poZynmniaZ.s defined in (12), (13), and (14) are 
scattering Hurwitz if and only if the following polynomials are scattering 
Hurwitz: 
Blj(P) = ‘m(P) + C!m-l(P) + @m-2(P) + ‘m-S(P) + ‘m-d(P) + ’ ’ ’ 7 
B2j(P) = an,(P) + anz-l(P) + @m-,(P) + Gm-t3(P) + am-,(P) + . . ’ > 
&j(P) = Gm(P) + @&I(P) + am--!2(P) + ‘m-3(P) + Em-d(P) + ’ ’ . ? 
B4j(P) = Em(P) + ‘n*-,(P) + &d?(P) + a_,-,(P) + a_,,-,(P) + . . . ) 
where again, the subscript j is associated with the quadrants in the (wl, wz) 
plane. 
Proof. The “only if” part is trivial to prove. The proof of the “if” part 
follows via application of Lemma 2 to Blj(p) and Baj(p) followed by the 
application of Lemma 2 to Ba .(p) and Bdj(p) and culminating with an 
application of Lemma 1 as was done for the univariate case in [3]. It will be 
seen from the discussions below that 8 polynomials suffice because the 
remaining eight are redundant. n 
EXAMPLE. It is required to determine the set of extreme polynomials, 
which when scattering Hurwitz will be necessary and sufficient to guarantee 
the scattering Hurwitz property of the set of polynomials described in (12), 
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b -2” b,, b”, $?I” _b”, h” 
b -2n %I b -02 b b b 
b -2” _b,, -b,, $1 i:: i: 
b -2” %I b -02 !?I” J”, _brm 
b -I) _b,, I?“, %I” b”, &I 
b -2” J,, b -02 l?,” %“I _b”a 
b -2” _b,, b -“2 _b,” _b”, b”” 
b -2” &I b”, 6” _b”, hxl 
X2” 61, b”2 bl” b -“l 6)” 
&” I?,, x,2 6,” _b,L %I 
$2” %,I b”, &” %“I hfl 
$2” b 
52” i:: 
x,2 &I” $01 &xl 
Z”, b,” %“I &” 
b,” b,, Z”2 h” %“I &I” 
b2” J,, 73”2 I?,” b -01 &xl 
x2, _b,, S”2 %I” b -01 %I” 
(13), and (14) with m = 2 in (13). 
The reader can easily verify that application of Theorem 3 leads to the 
assignments in Table 1 of coefficients in the extreme polynomials, each of 
which is required to be tested for the scattering Hurwitz property. This set of 
coefficient assignments is obtained by applying Theorem 3 and ensuring that 
the upper and lower bounds for a,(j~,, jw,) for k even and - ju,(@,, jw,) 
for k odd are attained in each of the four quadrants in the (wi, os) plane. It 
is important to realize that there are dependences in the preceding set of 
sixteen polynomials. These dependences occur due to the redundancy inher- 
ent in the enforcement of upper and lower bounds in the first (wi > 0, 
ws > 0) and third (wi < 0, ws < 0) quadrants and in the second (wi Q 0, 
wa > 0) and fourth (wi > 0, wa < 0) quadrants as required in the proof of 
Theorem 3. If the principle underlying the proof of Theorem 3 is recon- 
structed through application of Lemmas 1 and 2, it is easy to conclude that 
only a set of eight extreme polynomials need be tested for the scattering 
Hurwitz property. These eight extreme polynomials may be constructed from 
rows 1, 2, 5, 6, 9, 10, 13, and 14 of the preceding table of coefficients. Since 
the quadrantal dependence referred to above is independent of m in (13), the 
number of extreme bivariate polynomials required to be tested for the 
scattering Hurwitz property in order for the set of polynomials described in 
(12) and (14) to be scattering Hurwitz is eight. 
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4. GENERALIZATIONS 
The essential artifice used to arrive at Theorem 3 for sets of bivariate 
interval polynomials having real coefficients extends naturally to the multi- 
variate case, because Fact 1 holds independently of the number of inde- 
terminates. With adequate caution it may be possible to obtain the n > 2 
counterpart of Theorems 1 and 2. In that event, it would be possible to infer 
that in the n-variate case, when the coefficients are restricted to the field of 
real numbers, the number of extreme n-variate polynomials required to be 
tested for the scattering Hurwitz property in order that a specified set of 
n-variate interval polynomials may be scattering Hurwitz is 4(2”-I). When 
the coefficients are allowed to belong to the algebraically closed field of 
complex numbers, use of results in [4] in the same manner as for the real 
coefficient case, via use of results in [3], enables one to conclude that the 
number of n-variate extreme polynomials required to be tested for the 
scattering Hurwitz property is 8(2”-‘). 
5. CONCLUSIONS 
In this paper, it has been proved that the scattering Hurwitz property of a 
set of bivariate interval polynomials having complex coefficients can be 
established from the implementation of the test for the scattering Hurwitz 
property on a finite number of extreme bivariate polynomials. In the bivariate 
case, when the coefficients are restricted to the field of real numbers, eight 
extreme polynomials suffice, in general. The general results arrived at exploit 
the correspondence between n-variate complex scattering Hurwitz polynomi- 
als and n-variate complex reactance functions on one hand, and on the other 
the development of a relationship for the scattering Hurwitz property invari- 
ance of a set of polynomials with identical para-odd (para-even) parts, as 
proved for the n = 2 case in Theorem 1 (Theorem 2). The results of this 
paper are applicable to the analysis of robust multidimensional reference 
networks needed, for example, in the design of multidimensional wave digital 
filters. The encouraging results arrived at here should motivate investigation 
into other types of n-variate interval polynomials, including those of the 
widest-sense Hurwitz, strict-sense Hurwitz, reactance Hurwitz, and immit- 
tance Hurwitz types [7]. In addition, the task of tackling the discrete- 
space/time and matrix polynomial counterparts of these problems remains 
wide open. 
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